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Introducing $PUCC: The $PUCC token is an ERC-20 token that has been created to support
the Papered Up Clothing brand. As an ERC-20 token built on the Polygon network, $PUCC
ensures security, transparency, and easy transferability. $PUCC tokens serve as a loyalty and
rewards program for Papered Up Clothing customers, unlocking exclusive discounts, access to
limited edition products, and participation in special events and promotions.

Furthermore, $PUCC tokens can be traded on various cryptocurrency exchanges, providing
customers and investors with the opportunity to realize the value of their loyalty to the Papered
Up Clothing brand. $PUCC Token Distribution: The $PUCC token has already been distributed
to the wallets of eligible customers.

In conjunction with the live sale event of Papered Up's Genesis Collection: We Are Papered Up
on June 19th, 2023, at 12:00 PM EST, we anticipate a surge of interest in $PUCC tokens,
driving value appreciation.

$PUCC Token Benefits: As a $PUCC holder, customers will enjoy a range of exclusive benefits,
including:

● Exclusive discounts on future purchases
● Early access to limited edition products and collections
● Periodic airdrops of rare NFTs
● Invitations to exclusive events and meetups
● Membership in a members-only online community (Discord)

In addition, $PUCC holders will have voting rights on future designs and collections, the ability
to earn additional $PUCC tokens through promotional campaigns, and the potential for
significant token value appreciation in the coming years as the Papered Up grows!

Weekly $PUCC Airdrops for NFT Holders: As a special bonus for our NFT holders, we will be
airdropping $PUCC tokens every Monday at noon. This weekly reward is our way of showing
appreciation and building a strong connection with our valued community members.

Join the Papered Up Community and become a $PUCC token holder to unlock a world of
exclusive benefits and opportunities within the Papered Up ecosystem. Experience the value
appreciation potential of $PUCC as we set our sights on remarkable growth and expansion in
the next two years. See our Roadmap! Please note that the $PUCC token transaction hash and PolygonScan
information will be manually added to the wallet. Token Address: 0x90fE48862f50604E1613bB753Fc3af438538dFed
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